SUMMARY
1. DIVERSION CHAMBER KAI WO CONCRETE, SECTIONS B.W.WORK
2. MANHOLE 18
3. COVER, IRON WROUGHT, COVER AND OTHER THINGS
4. LIST OF MATERIAL, GENERAL
5. WOODEN ORC, LIST OF MATERIAL, B.R.D.

NOTES
1. ALL WORK SHALL BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
   SPECIFICATIONS PS. 125, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
2. WOOD STORE PIPE IS INDICATED HEREIN IN BLACK,
   CAST IRON CONSTRUCTION IS INDICATED HEREIN IN RED.
   SEE NOTES ON PLAN NO. 29006.
3. WRITTEN (1921) TO CONFIRM TO CHANGE IN RIGHT
   OF WAY, THE END OF THE DIVERSION STRUCTURE IS
   CONNECTED FROM SITE 22.49 AREA TO SITE 23.48 AREA.
   THE LOCATION OF ALL PARTS OF THE DIVERSION STRUCTURE IS
   CHANGED ACORDINGLY # 15. SOUTH, SEE
   PLAN.
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